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Expressions are derived for the moments acting on an electrostatic gyro-
scope rotor, the axisymmetric surface of which is symmetrical with respect
to the equatorial plane. With certain assumptions the dri 1 of the gyro-
scope is determined, the spherical (up to torsion) rotor of which has a
finite rigidity.
We note that one of the reasons of the drift of the electrostatic gyroscope
is the noncoincidence of the rotor figure [shape] caused b) errors in
inanufactur--, by deformations during rotation, or thermal expansion.
Ordinarily, [ref.01-3],the electrostatic gyroscope rotor s enclosed in a
spherical housing which has a vacuum. There is a system of electrodes on the
inside surface S of the housing. The position of the rotor with respect to
the housing is measured by special sensors as a function of the readings of
which a servo suspension system ch;inges the potentials of the electrodes
and assures electrostatic suspension of the rotor[ref. #41.
Six suspension electrodes represent spherical segments or bands Sk (k = 1,
S) of the surface of sphere S located at the apexes of a right octahedron
[ref. 112).
In order to determine the moments acting on the rotor, it is necessary to
find the electrostatic field created by the electrodes Sk. In the suspension
devices of the electrostatic gyroscope, the distance between the rotor and
the electrodes is small in comparison to the linear dimensions, therefore,
the field and the gap of the k-th electrode-rotor can be considered coinci-
dent with the corresponding part of the field in the space between the rotlr
surface So and the conducting sphere S the potential of which is equal to
the potential of the k-th electrode [ref.#4].
1. Furthermore, it is necessary to determine the potential of the field U
which satisfies the basic equation of electrostatics between So and 3—the
Laplace equ^2tion
U	 (1'.1)
and the following boundary conditions on So and S:
r"	 J	 ,	 r	
(1.2)
Here Uo is the potential of the rotor, Uk is the potential of the k-th
electrode. We shall write the equation of the surface So and S. Let us
introduce the following system of coordinates:
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0^1CA 3 - with the origin at the center 0 of sphere S and the axes directed
along the axes of symmetry of the electrodes;
0l r)i r t2 r)3 - with the origin at tre geometri; center O 1 of rotor So and the
axes parallel to the axes 0C1^2F3 (0 1 is the point of intersection
of the axis of symmetry of the rotor and its equatorial plane);
Olxlx2x3 - with axis 0 1 x 3 directed along the axis of symmetry of the rotor;
0 1Y1?f2Y3 - with axis 01J3 directed along 0 1 0 and plane 011/1?/3 containing 01x3
In addition, the systems of the spherical coordinates are: r, 8, cp, and rl,
;,,, (1,, with the common origin at point 0 1 and the polar axes respectively
O l :c 3 and 01y3,	 0	 ,), ;)1 2< a and 0 < T, cp l < 21L.
Let the surface of rotor So be the surface of rotation symmetric with respect
to the equatorial plane 01:.C1x2. In the spherical coordinates 0, w the
equation of ;;o has the form
Let h(z) be the continuous function on [-1, +1]. Expanding h(z) into a series
by Legendre polynomials Pa (z) and using the properties of parity P n (z), we
obtain
r-,	 ^+	 r
r--ui i -^- ^t : Z1 . ; (^'	 (1.4)
Here N is the number of terms in the series in the expansion of h(s) by the
Legendre polynomials which assure that thE! necessary accuracy at a given
rotor share ps
The value a is naturally called the "radius" of the rotor since the surface
of an electrostatic gyroscope rotor is ne,irly spherical and C21 < 1 are small
parameters.
Let us assume that the geometric center of rotor O l is near 0, i.e.,
--	 )'	 -	 -- ft h is the radius of sphereS
The equation of the surface S in coordinates ri, 01, T, is found by means
of the formula- of the counter [reverse] distance [ref. #51
In this equation and below we shal' disregard terms of higher than the first
order of smallness for the small parameters 6, 621 ... E2N.
If X is the angle between the axes 0 1 x 3 and 01y3i then the bond [coupling]
between the coordinates O,T and 8 1 and (p1 have the following form:
:,:-. ;7• ! 	•;il	 - i.'=r^:! ala V C^	 --	 j('.....''',	 +1 ^7L' Cit y	 :_': 1^ ^;s.. C
(1.5)
Using the summation theorem for Legendre polynomials [ref. #61, we obtain
an equation of the surface of sphere S ii, the coordinates r, 8, q)
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(1.6)
Here P(u) is an associate Legendre function of the first kind.
Considering the structure of expressions (1.4) and (1.6) for the surfaces
and S where the boundary conditions of (1.2) are given, we shall seek
	
a solution of equations (1.1) in the form 	 -
U -=(A 	 3x- 1) _L (A, r .-i_ jr-:2W'j (;•' ..i_ it'j (:) (Cr cn:, r -,'- 1), ;;u CF.)--
.,1.--^,
	
--	 (1.7)
	
(An, B n , C 13 D 1 are arbitrary constants)	 -	 -	 -
Let us su}_)stituto in (1.7) the formulas (1.4) and (1.6), the setting the
coefficients at jdentical Legendre polynomials by taking into consideration
(1.2) in the obtained equations, we shall find
-- 	 \ +t /,^l %r^
,^ (") .' . ., I li f P	 (,;) 1'ui • +i!^ ul ►,	
—
1 .^' ; ,`.'^s
	 .2t7^;r+	 !	 r i^5f : .-_	 —,•^1^j,+1 E N' L 	 1;{::1 =
_ The intensity of the electrostatic field E _ - grad U.
-- Differenticting (1.8) and using (1.4), we count the components of the field
-- intensity on the surface of the rotor So
—	 !	 rr i
The density of the pondermotive forces on the rotor surface [ref. #71 is
(1.9)
	
-	 _—
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The pondermotive forces are directed along external normals n 	 to the rotor
surface So
The components of the unit vector of the normal to the surface	 (1.3) are:
(1.10)
The density of the moment of the pondarmoti.ve forces with respect to point
-	
0 1	is
__	 =	 r(ujr'(il)siuq.	 ,-(y)r'lil;cl};::^. (1.11)
Differentiatinq	 (1.4)	 and substituting r' (8)	 in	 (1.11) , we find
(1.12)
The moment N1, with which the k-th eleccroc- acts on the rotor is
Here So k is a part of the surface :>'o 	 located below ,rk.
Let Sk be a spherical band of sphere S formed by circular cones with apexes
at point 0 and common axes ^i. We shall d(signate the angles between ^j and
the cones formed respectively by ^1	 and ^
	
(0 < 01 < ^2 - z^ 1/4fl.	 (If 111 	 =	 0,
then Sk is a spherical segment of sphere ,`-.)
Initially we shall examine the case when (1	 lies on the axis ^j which is	 the
axis of synn utry of the k- -th electrode.	 E( uatien	 k in this case in coor-
dinates r 1 r	 has the form
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_lp=-
-!	 . •,	 {- ,, ^_,,	 U !	 Vin., = r	 L 1 + 6,' t (t• oa ^?{ } f
Passing, in agreement with (1.5), to the coordinates 9 1 , (P 1 in the formulas
of (1.9), 1.12) and substituting the obtained expressions in (1.13), we find
5 i	 0 re-.}	 -
r 5111 >:::! !a 4'', r sin a:	 dv'
:.! j, 1v	 -4y^'- 1 ) ^' ^^'^^^t^ ^^ 0 : a CU:i .d1 t -^ ^.iu . !'1 0 1 Co. , -Ox (1.14)
. i.
h	 i	 7
.^ (Cl^.; X tin ^}{ c• u^^ t,• — i^111 ; : JS t?)}r-;; in Jt r c , , c+' ,
Since P G Z'(-.) is a polynomial of degree 21 - 1 of 	 then it is easy to see
from (1. 14) that M kYi = 0 at any /!i , and
N
in
^., .:-	 (1.15)
:^kG48 X Cva w. -j' -Ii 1A 'I( ``lu +:.'t,n +,} t7.' 1 :' t::- u
If IV = 1, then from (1.15)
,i ^	 ^.'• 1	 .. .... ;-;ilt ti :^ tilt .:^..,, ^	 • tll ^('	 _ia ^..'t^^+l
	 (1.16)
Here A _ --3/2ae 2 is the "asphericity" of the rotor—Lhe difference between
the largest and smallest radii of the rotor.
Using the recurrent formulas for Legendre polynomials [ref. #61, the
summation theorem, and the property of orthogonality cos O l on l0, 2Tr]
we find
1 :+1 l
A
Sill 	 (Cos i.j
l	
r I	 r,i,,	
^	 .^T .'
	 Y
With Langible vlues of sp Z this formula makes it possible to estimate the
effect of "higher harmonics" in the form [shape] of the rotoc on the value
of the moment M k-
It  is possible to show that in the general case, when the disposition of
t 	 1.	 —
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a fairly small vicinity of 0, the expression or M k will
in values of the second order of smallness fo.i the small
2. If the spherical rotor of the electrostatic gyroscope has a finite
rigidity, then under- the action of centrifugal forces that arise during
	 -
the rotation of the rotor its surface will lie deformed. 7lccordin 1 to [ref. _-
#81, the equation of the surface of a rotating elastic sphere ha; the form
of (1..4), in which N = 1. Let us consider the moment acting on tie deformed
-rotor from the side of the suspension electrodes. Let the i.ntens.ty on the
2 .1 - 1)-th, 2i-th electrodes having a common axis of syntme-try Fi be regulated
by the i-th channel of the servo suspension system (i.	 1, 2, 3) From
(1.16) it follows that the vector of the moment M LIT is created by electrodes
of the i-th channel
-. I J;, n lr (;,11^ y1n >!11	 ;'?	 111 1^;1 : 1Il 79(11
Iler(, f i, x 3 are unit vectors directed along the axis r i and X3; X . is the
angle between C ,, and x 3 .L
The position of the system of coordinates 0 1 x l x 2 x 3 with respect to Ornrn293
is defined by the angles a, (. (The system of coordinates x1X2x3 is obtained
from ClC'2S3 by rotation through angle G about axis r2, the system of coor--
dinates CIr2r13is obtained from nln2n3 by rotation through angle a about
axi:; ri l .) Projecting (2.1) on the axis ElC2^31 we find
11 14
Let us examine the case when the base of the electrostatic gyroscope moves
with a constant acceleration. The resulting vector of the forces of
gravitation and inertia of the transfer motion applied to the center of muss
of the rotor we shall de6ignate mwe (m is the mass of the rotor, e is the
unit vector having the projection ei on axis Ei). Let is assume that the
georrnetric center of the rotor coincides with the center of mass, that the
servo suspension system linea r ly changes in field intensit- below the
electrodes as a function of the shift of the geometric center of the rotor
and assures a fairly rapid deformation of Cie oscillations of the rotor. Here
it is possible to consider than in the motion of a base with constant
acceleration, the center of mass of the rotor is immovable with respect to
the housing
 and
-=	
-t	 „("	 ItuP:;)•
	 %-'_1	 I'o (' !	 ^^^)	 !rA	 p	 (2.3)
and a projection of the shift of the center of mass p {? under the action
of the irna,s forces are equal to	 =__
(2.4)
Here K o is the coefficient of amplification of the servo suspension system,
ED i.s the field intensity below the electrodes with the absence of rotor :;hift
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0 1 is arbitrary in
differ from (1.11)
parameters 8, L91.
6
K is the rigidity of the-suspension. Subs ituting (2.3) and(2.2), we obtain
",
	
M^
.
	21. (c — ei) '08(L.4i11 ltccs j,
^-
 2, (:: -- et`) !Ii (t
	
1,	 2r1((I,,nF•C111.1V '	 )'
Frotn (2. ^) it f ollows that
on the inotion of the rotor
i.e., if the vector mwe is
determined by (2.6).
The moment M F
 also returns
the suspension will have no purturbing effect
about its cent( r of mass if
colinear to oni of the four different directions
to zerr, in the ( ases when
(ri == V, f:
	
fi j, (It	 T;, I'
	
U J 
	 lu
	
-
,- '!: 1 r . S -- 0' , ( fi	 ( 2 . 7)   
i.e., when the axis of rotation of rotor ^3 is colinear to one of the axes
of symmetry of electrode f; 7 . (Below it wi: 1 be shown that each of the
positions of (2.7) may be both stable and unstable.)
Let us examine the common case when the condition of (2.6) is not fulfilled.
We shall write the motion equations of th( rotor with respect to the center
of the mass 0 1
 in projections on axis xlx . x3 in the Euler-Bulgakov form
s
j	 du -	 r, c di	 Left	 rid•
	
1.—+(A--(,')cos 11 3111 j; ^ - t	 --(;r,^jf-; G'	 _!-d x ^,
!l	 6 {(
r!t ^
	
d t	 ,'	 ^ '
Here A is the equatorial, C the polar mom(nt of inertia of the rotor, y is
the angle of inherent rotation, M„xi is the projection of vector My on
axis xi. By virtue of the symmetr: 3 of the shape of the rotor 14 ): x = 0,
therefore, from the last equation (2.8) tle first integral follNs
^ d,l l d., +('sin 11(!11 /r 	 = it	 (2.9)
Excluding y from (2.8) by means of (2.9) <nd substituting on the right sides
of (2.8) the pojection values of M z, we obtain
A} rl,.1 rf	 2A•111	 -.	 f	 f -	 _	 ^•1 1: r	 t(^	 R
I ,	 dl	 11L	 !^l	 4 I	 -	 1
(11 (^ 	 ^ r j lt ,-	 (111.A --	 -I- A rus ( t ri., ,,
	 — 11 Cu.,
	 - 
—_	
-
c!P	 a'l
	 p d! (2.10)
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Following (ref. #91, we introduce into equations (2.10) a sml:ll parameter.
We do this to change the time T = Xt and we select X so that X111L - 1.
Passing in (2.10) to a dimensionless time T and considering ':hat the moirents
of the first parts of (2.10) have a force function*, we find
rra	 tl^	 ! ^ TV
It cus fJ ----- 214 ^i;! if --- • -	 ^-	 _.	 w	 U4^.	 4 4 r	 d.	 uti	 u
/ `__ '	 — 	 :_ _.
	
(2.11)}i	 ^! CO3 Slit I1 t	 11	 C1 1 }; --	 0
	
r'TLIT '1	 (^S
X2 fA::
N : _ ._..	 1	 :' ( r►^ ) — (^ a` -- ^^=) (^: + rust'
1-lulti plying the first equation of ( 2.11) by cos R da /dT , the second by
d^/CST and adding, we obtain still another first integral—th! integral of
energy, the existence of which is obvious by virtue of tha p)tentiality of
the moments and independence of the connection on time.
Y C	 _ '	 _^ r^ !Z
	 rn'ilyt
	 (2,12)
With the fast acting gyroscope ^ i < 1 and Ln the projectile a )proximation
by u, the motion equation of the axis of :iymmetry of the rot)r along the
sphere of unit radius with the center at :3oint 0 1
 will have :he form
Here au, ^0 a.-e the initial values of the angles a, G.
As a. function of the value of parameter x, the trajectories
(figure) represent the intersection of the sphere and
(1) (x = ± -) a plane parallel to the place of 0192n3;
(2) < x < -1) an elliptical cylinder )blated along axis
(3) (r. = -1) 1 circular cylinder;
(4) (-1 < x < 0) an elliptical cylinder e{tended along axis
(5) (x = 0) a plane parallel to plane Olnln2;
(6) (0 < 2x < -) a hyperbolic cylinder.
(2.13)
)f (2.13)
^ 1 ;
1 1 ;
^I
All cylinders have generatrices parallel to the axis 112.
The stability of the position of (2.7) on the figure is obvious.
We shall limit ourselves to the investiga:ion of the first tao cases since
all other easily lead to them by an appropriate chang . in the enumeration
of the axes of the coordinate system OS1&2S3•
In case (1) when d 3/Ja = 0, from the first equation of (2.11) the integral
follows associated with the cylindrical coordinate u
*This case was pointed out to the author by A.I. Kobr.in
yr
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ii:: c I' F. -r^,r /, +r -t • sin ^ _-- con-.t (2.14)
Excluding from (2.12) by means of (2.14) da/d-r, we ottaiii the system
^,= (`- --
	 _ ;+ (i - u=) (11 1
 -}- e,,u = ) -- (ta i	a ^::•	 It
	
11 'J u t) ' ^- +fn,	 Il,.	 viii	 +, ,	 ' ; r
Here ac I , BD  are values of the velocities da/dT, da /d—r , nd the initial
moment of time. From the first equation of (2.15) we fin(
i	 ;1 [1rr (2.16)
u
(111	 ^c ► l
 ') _ (I[;,
After reversing the elliptical integral of (2.16), the calculation of a leads
to the-quadrature.
%-1•	 2V /'i	 ^ / >\
r , ^^,/^	 r	 3 //	 \
From the condition of the non-negativeness of the radicand expression in
(2.16), we obtain
tip{ < it i• r,••	 '^'rrp'+	 ^1 ^r^l
i.e., at a fairly small u the motion of the axis of symmetry of the rotor
,Will take place in just as small a vicinity of the plotted, previously
approximated trajectory (2.13) as desired.
One may expect that in the case (2) the exact solution of equation (2.11) is
found near (2.13), i.e., taking into consideration in (2.1 .2) the terms with
small parameters leads to a superposition of the precessional. motion of
(2.13) and a certain continuous nutational motion with fairly small amplitude
and frpaueucy u -1 (in time T).
The time of the precessional motion along trajectory (2.73) in case (2) is
determined by ..he in ::egral
/Cp(ly J.anf^.^runr	 P O. BOX 2214 -GARDENA. CA 90247- (213) 532-:181/6:, • 5755 ('714) 523-8955
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7
ilr (2.17)
7f, for example, 1Z 3 	1, then from (2.17) we find
I
-	 i/'(rr;l 1 • )-- /'' Wrr, ki1
here	 is an elliptical integral of the first order
h, (1
/	 a -j- X
	
•^ p -^ ;IYC `11^ CU B 1/^^ - - - -	 -^
3. The examined motion of the electrostatic gyroscope rotor is analogous
to the motion of the dynamically symmetrical solid body about a fixed point
of three Newtonian attracting centers in the case when the center of masses
of the body coincides with the fixed point 0 1 , and the at-tracting centers
are located fairly far from the body on three mutually orthogonal axes
ntr n2r n3.
Actually, the force function W of the described field has the form
(3.1)
and the expression for the potential energy V(a, Q) from (2.11) can be
presented in the form
Here -, A are polar sd equatorial moments of inertia of the soli3 body, pi
is the graviational constant, Ri is the distance to the attracting center
located on axis r i i, yiare the controlling cosines of the axis of symmetry
of the body in the coordinate system nl, n2, n 3-
In the integrated cases (1), (3), (5) the field (3.2) degenerates into a
field of one attracting center located respectively at the axes nt, 92, n3•
Here the equations of (2.15) with an accuracy to the designations coincide
with the equations investigated by V. V. Baletsky in the problem cf the,
motion of a solid body
 about a fixed point in a Newtonian force field (ref.10].
The authors thanks I. ^. 2devozhilov for his aid in the work as well as
Z. G. Bryushkov for discussion of the article.
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